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PARENT INVOLVEMENT ACTIVITY
International Children's Day Celebrated on June 1 each year. The day is observed not only to celebrate, but also appreciate children's role 

in shaping the future of different communities across the world. Every child is psychologically tuned in a way that he/she extensively 
depends on the external assessments.International Children's Day tries to serve the objective of making the adults understand the fact that 

medals and success are not as important as the happiness of a child. With the celebration of International Children's Day 2019, parents, 
teachers and the entire society are being sensitized to focus on intellectual development of children.Parents play a crucial role in nurturing 
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teachers and the entire society are being sensitized to focus on intellectual development of children.Parents play a crucial role in nurturing 
and inculcating values for their child's bright future. If you praise a child, he/she will feel good. Quite similar to adults, even children find it 

too tedious to assess their success objectively. Hence, it is the responsibility of the parents to maintain a trustworthy relation with kids.In 
this regard parents can make students understand their fundamental rights by preparing asmall powerpointpresentation, poster making to 

encourage your child's understanding and visit an orphanage and plan some activities which make your child get involved and interact with 
other kids, donate their clothes , toys and anyother accessories to bring a value called care and share. you can also plan to donate funds to 

different NGO's for orphan child care. 

CREATIVE CLASSROOM DECOR 
Class Room will be decorated as per the Monthly Theme.

For any suggestions & feedback please mail us at principal@lakshyaschool.in

Class Teacher's Helpline: Name:  G. Lakshmi Madhavi                         Mobile Number: 7032250535


